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Magnetic skyrmions: phenomenology

Skyrmions are a class of solitons , topologically stable and with quasiparticle properties:

Skyrmions act as particles, but due to their collective nature
they are inherently more complex structures

They owe their name to the nuclear physicist Tony Skyrme who, in 1962, proposed a nonlinear
�eld theory for strongly interacting particles.

In contemporary physics, skyrmion-type solutions emerge in various contexts :

� in Bose-Einstein condensates � in the quantum Hall e�ect � as topological defects in
chiral nematic liquid crystals � as magnetic skyrmions in magnetic thin �lms.
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Magnetic skyrmions: phenomenology

Magnetic skyrmions are small swirling topological defects in the magnetization texture that
carry a characteristic topological charge (skyrmion winding number):

Nsk(m) :=
1
4�

Z
M
m � (@1m� @2m) ==

Kronecker (1869)

Hadamard (1910)
deg(m)2Z

withM compact, smooth hypersurface of R3 (but alsoM=R2 and limx!1m(x)=m1(x))

� cf. Braun, Hans-Benjamin. Topological e�ects in nanomagnetism: from superparamagnetism to
chiral quantum solitons. Advances in Physics 61.1 (2012): 1-116.

� cf. Outerelo, Enrique. Mapping degree theory. Vol. 108. American Mathematical Soc., 2009.

� Skyrmions with di�erent topological charges cannot be homotopically transformed one into
the other (e.g. cannot be continuously deformed to a ferromagnetic state).

+++++++++

Skyrmions are topologically protected and weakly sensitive to local defects in the media.
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Magnetic skyrmions are small swirling topological defects in the magnetization texture that
carry a characteristic topological charge (skyrmion winding number):

Nsk(m) :=
1
4�

Z
M
m � (@1m� @2m) ==

Kronecker (1869)

Hadamard (1910)
deg(m)2Z

withM compact smooth hypersurface of R3 (but alsoM=R2 and limx!1m(x)=m1(x)).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

� Hopf's Theorem: Skyrmions with di�erent topological charges cannot be homotopically
transformed one into the other (e.g., cannot be continuously deformed to a ferromagnetic
state). +++++++++

Skyrmions are topologically protected and weakly sensitive to local defects in the media.

b a: In a Bloch-type skyrmion, the spins rotate in the
tangential planes�that is, perpendicular to the radial direc-
tions�when moving from the core to the periphery.

b: In a Néel-type skyrmion, the spins rotate in the radial
planes from the core to the periphery. The cross-section of
the vortex is also depicted in both cases.
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Magnetic skyrmions: phenomenology

Up until about ten years ago, the magnetic phases of low dimensional magnets were mostly
understood as the result of three main interactions:

� the (symmetric) Heisenberg exchange interaction

Hex = ¡
X

hi;ji2���

JijSi �Sj:

� the magnetocrystalline anisotropy;

� the magnetic dipolar interaction.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The ground was shaken in 2007...

...when Bode et al. reported the observation of chiral magnetic structures of unprecedented
complexity, e.g., cycloidal, helicoidal or toroidal spin structures, and even vortices, later on
classi�ed as magnetic skyrmions.
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Magnetic skyrmions: phenomenology

Up until about ten years ago, the magnetic phases of low dimensional magnets were mostly
understood as the result of three main interactions:

� the (symmetric) Heisenberg exchange interaction

Hex = ¡
X

hi;ji2���

JijSi �Sj:

� the magnetocrystalline anisotropy;

� the magnetic dipolar interaction.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The formation of these novel spin textures is only explainable when a new magnetic contribution
is taken into account: this is the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI).
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Magnetic skyrmions: phenomenology

Up until about ten years ago, the magnetic phases of low dimensional magnets were mostly
understood as the result of three main interactions: the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, the
magnetic dipolar interaction, and the (symmetric) Heisenberg exchange interaction

Hex = ¡
X

hi;ji2���

JijSi �Sj:

The interaction is symmetric�that is, two magnetic con�gurations with right-handed (---------%%%%%%%%%)
and left-handed (%%%%%%%%%---------) alignment of the magnetic moments have the same energy.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction is a spin-orbit (SO) driven antisymmetric exchange inter-
action among spins. It has the form

HDM =
X

hi;ji2���

Dij � (Si�Sj):

The DMI breaks the invariance of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian and has far-reaching conse-
quences: depending on the symmetry properties of the Dzyaloshinskii vectorDij, uniaxial ferro-
or antiferromagnetic structures fail to exist and are replaced by skyrmion-type solutions.
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Technological interest: spintronics
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Technological impact

Albert Fert (French: [fɛʁ]; born 7 March 1938) is a French physicist and one of the discoverers of giant magnetoresistance.
He was awarded the 2007 Nobel Prize in Physics together with Peter Grünberg.

Conceptual illustration of a type
of racetrack memory device that
encodes data as the presence
or absence of a skyrmion. The
electrical current (A) or voltage
(V) in a tunnel junction read-
out device (the blue and orange
boxes) changes as the skyrmions
pass underneath.
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Technological impact

Albert Fert (French: [fɛʁ]; born 7 March 1938) is a French physicist and one of the discoverers of giant magnetoresistance.
He was awarded the 2007 Nobel Prize in Physics together with Peter Grünberg.

Magnetic skyrmions are promising as being the ultimate magnetic bits to carry and store infor-
mation in magnetic media:

�although the exploration of the world of magnetic skyrmions is just beginning, it already
reveals that these particle-like spin con�gurations not only raise interesting fundamental
problems of chiral magnetic order but also open the way to devices for ultradense information
storage and spintronics� (Fert et al.).
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Micromagnetics: an introduction
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Micromagnetics

The appropriate theoretical model for magnetic phenomena depends on the length scale of
interest.

� Models on the scale of individual atoms are necessarily quantum mechanical.

� But for length scales down to tens of nanometers, there is a well established and successful
continuum theory of micromagnetism.

It dates back to the seminal work of Landau and Lifshitz on �ne ferromagnetic particles.

L. Landau and E. Lifshitz. On the theory of the dispersion of magnetic permeability in
ferromagnetic bodies. Phys. Z. Sowjetunion, 8(153):101�114, 1935.
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Micromagnetics

Micromagnetics is a variational theory of continuous media, strongly nonlinear, which take into
account physical e�ects which originate at di�erent spatial scales:

� from short range interactions (spin to spin, crystal anisotropy)

� to non-local e�ects such as the magnetostatic ones (magnetostatic self-energy).

Fundamental constraint of micromagnetics

Below the Curie temperature (T <Tc), one has

[
= region occupied by the ferromagnet]

8x2
 M(x)=Ms(T )m(x) with m(x)2 S2

! The modulus of M is spatially uniform (Ms is the saturation magnetization)

! The alignment can be modi�ed/controlled by an external magnetic �eld ha.
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Gibbs-Landau Free Energy Functional

The direction of m is not spatially uniform and the possible equilibrium states are given through
the minimization of the micromagnetic energy functional

G(m;
) := aex

Z



jrmj2

=:E(m)

+

Z



'an(m)

=:A(m)

¡ �0
2

Z



hd[m�
] �m
=:W(m)

¡�0
Z



ha �m
=:Z(m)

! [Non-local problem] where jrmj2=
P
i=1

3 jrmij2, and hd[m] is the demagnetizing �eld
operator. For every m 2 L2(R3; R3), hd[m] is the unique solution in L2(R3; R3) of the
Maxwell-Ampére equations of magnetostatics:

curlhd = 0 in R3; (1)
div b = 0 in R3; (2)
b = �0(hd+m) in R3; (3)

where, b denotes the magnetic �ux density and �0 is the magnetic permeability of the
vacuum.

! [Non convex problem] among all vector �elds satisfying the fundamental constraint:

m(x)2 S2 a.e. in 
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Gibbs-Landau Free Energy Functional

The direction of m is not spatially uniform and the possible equilibrium states are given through
the minimization of the micromagnetic energy functional

G(m;
) := aex

Z



jrmj2

=:E(m)

+

Z



'an(m)

=:A(m)

¡ �0
2

Z



hd[m�
] �m
=:W(m)

¡�0
Z



ha �m
=:Z(m)

E(m): Exchange Energy

The exchange energy penalizes nonuniformities in the orientation of the
magnetization.

The positive constant aex is the so-called exchange sti�ness constant, a
material speci�c energy parameter that summarizes the e�ects of short-
range exchange interactions among neighbor spins.

A(m): Crystalline Anisotropy Energy

The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy , A(m), models the existence
of preferred directions of the magnetization (the so-called easy axes).

The energy density 'an: S2! R+ is assumed to be a non-negative Lip-
schitz continuous function that vanishes only on a �nite set of directions,
the so-called easy directions .
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Gibbs-Landau Free Energy Functional

The direction of m is not spatially uniform and the possible equilibrium states are given through
the minimization of the micromagnetic energy functional

G(m;
) := aex
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E(m): Exchange Energy:

The exchange energy penalizes nonuniformities in the orientation of the
magnetization.

The positive constant aex is the so-called exchange sti�ness constant, a
material speci�c energy parameter that summarizes the e�ects of short-
range exchange interactions among neighbor spins.

A(m): Crystalline Anisotropy Energy:

The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy , A(m), models the existence
of preferred directions of the magnetization (the so-called easy axes).

The energy density 'an:S2!R+ is usually assumed to be a non-negative
Lipschitz continuous function that vanishes only on a �nite set of (easy)
directions.
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Gibbs-Landau Free Energy Functional

The direction of m is not spatially uniform and the possible equilibrium states are given through
the minimization of the micromagnetic energy functional

G(m;
) := aex

Z


jrmj2

=:E(m)

+

Z


'an(m)

=:A(m)

¡ �0
2

Z


hd[m�
] �m

=:W(m)

¡�0
Z


ha �m

=:Z(m)

W(m): Magnetostatic Self-Energy:

Describes the energy contribution of the demagnetizing �eld hd[m�
]

induced by m�
2L2(R3;R3). It is the unique solution in L2(R3;R3)
of the Maxwell-Ampére equations of magnetostatics:(

div b[m] = 0;

curlhd[m] = 0;
with b[m] = �0(hd[m] +m) (7)

Here, b[m] denotes the magnetic �ux density and �0 is the magnetic
permeability of the vacuum.

Z(m): Zeeman Energy: is the interaction energy and models the ten-
dency of the specimen to have its magnetization aligned with the
(externally) applied �eld ha. The applied �eld is assumed to be unaf-
fected by variations of m.
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W(m): Magnetostatic Self-Energy:

Describes the energy contribution of the demagnetizing �eld hd[m�
]

induced by m�
2L2(R3;R3). It is the unique solution in L2(R3;R3)
of the Faraday-Maxwell equations of magnetostatics:(

div b[m] = 0;

curlhd[m] =0;
with b[m] = �0(hd[m] +m)

Here, b[m] denotes the magnetic �ux density and �0 is the magnetic
permeability of the vacuum.

Z(m): Zeeman Energy: is the interaction energy and models the
tendency of the specimen to have its magnetization aligned with the
(externally) applied �eld ha. The applied �eld is assumed to be unaf-
fected by variations of m.
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How to take into account DMI in Micromagnetics
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DMI in micromagnetics

The direction of m is not spatially uniform and the possible equilibrium states are given through
the minimization of the micromagnetic energy functional

G(m;
) := aex

Z


jrmj2

=:E(m)

+

Z


'an(m)

=:A(m)

¡ �0
2

Z


hd[m�
] �m

=:W(m)

¡�0
Z


ha �m

=:Z(m)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

� From the mathematical point of view, the e�ects of the DMI are taken into account by
superimposing, to G(m;
), the contribution of suitable Lifshitz invariants of the chirality tensor
rm�m.

� The choice of the appropriate Lifshitz invariant depends on the crystal structure of the material
and on the geometry of the magnetic system under consideration.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We consider two scenarios which cover most of the physical investigations conducted so far.

Bulk DMI ! Helimagnetic materials
Interfacial DMI ! interface between a magnetic layer/non-magnetic material
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DMI in micromagnetics

Bulk DMI ! Helimagnetic materials

For helimagnetic materials the bulk DMI is obtained by taking as Lifshitz invariants the trace of
the chirality tensor. This leads to the energy contribution (helicity functional)

DB(m;
) :=�

Z



curlm �m :

The normalized constant �2R is the bulk DMI constant, and its sign determines the chirality
of the system.

Interfacial DMI ! interface between a magnetic layer/non-magnetic material

It favors chiral symmetry breaking. Arises at the interface between a magnetic layer and a non-
magnetic material. It is called interfacial DMI and enters as a boundary term in the theory:

DI(m;¡)= 

Z
¡

m� divm¡¡m¡ � r¡m� d¡:

Here � is the unit normal, m� := m � � and m¡ := m ¡ m�� are the components of the
magnetization vectorm that are, respectively, perpendicular and parallel to the two-dimensional
interface ¡. The normalized constant  2R is the interfacial DMI constant, and, as before, its
sign determines the chirality of the system, which, in the case of a skyrmion state, de�nes the
sense of rotation of the magnetization along the skyrmion diameter.
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DMI in micromagnetics
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The normalized constant �2R is the bulk DMI constant, and its sign determines the chirality
of the system.

Interfacial DMI ! interface between a magnetic layer/non-magnetic material

It favors chiral symmetry breaking. Arises at the interface between a magnetic layer and a non-
magnetic material. It is called interfacial DMI and enters as a boundary term in 3d theory:

DI(m;¡)= 

Z
¡

m� divm¡¡m¡ � r¡m� d¡:

Here � is the unit normal, m� := m � � and m¡ := m ¡ m�� are the components of the
magnetization vectorm that are, respectively, perpendicular and parallel to the two-dimensional
interface ¡. The normalized constant  2R is the interfacial DMI constant, and, as before, its
sign determines the chirality of the system, which, in the case of a skyrmion state, de�nes the
sense of rotation of the magnetization along the skyrmion diameter.
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Magnetic thin �lms: state of the art
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Thin shells: general setting

� Let S be a smooth surface admitting a tubular neighborhood of thickness � > 0.

� For any j�j<� we consider the tubular neighborhood


� := fx2R3:x=�+ ��(�); � 2Sg

� The micromagnetic energy functional de�ned on H1(
�; S2)

G�(m) := E�(m)+W�(m)+A"(m)+Z�(m)

:=

Z

�

jrmj2 dx¡ 1
2

Z

�

hd[m�
�] �mdx+

Z

�

'an(m) dx¡
Z

�

ha �mdx;

R3

S 
�
�

Figure 2. The thin shell 
� is generated by extruding, along the normal direction �, a surface
S embedded in R3: 
� := fx2R3:x=�+ ��(�); � 2Sg.
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Thin shells: limiting behavior

G�(m) := E�(m)+W�(m)+A"(m)+Z�(m)

:=
1
2

Z

�

jrmj2 ¡ 1
2

Z

�

hd[m�
�] �m+

Z

�

'an(m) ¡
Z

�

ha �m ;

� The existence for any �2 I� of at least a minimizer for G� in H1(
�;S2) is easily obtained
by the direct method of the calculus of variations.

� We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the energies (�¡1G�)�2I� as �! 0.

Question:

argmin �¡1G�(m�;
�)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !�!0
argmin �

R3

S 
�
�

Figure 2. The thin shell 
� is generated by extruding, along the normal direction �, a surface
S embedded in R3: 
� := fx2R3:x=�+ ��(�); � 2Sg.
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Thin shells: limiting behavior
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Thin shells: asymptotic behavior of the minimizers

Gioia, G., and R. D. James. Micromagnetics of very thin �lms. Proceedings of the Royal
Society of London A... Vol. 453. No. 1956. The Royal Society, 1997.

argmin
1
�
G�(m�;
�)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !�!0

argmin
1
2

Z
!

jr!mj2+(m � e3)2+
Z
!

'an(m) ; m:!! S2

Abstract: We determine by a scaling calculation the limiting form of the free energy governing a
ferromagnetic �lm of vanishing thickness. Our theory generalizes Stoner and Wohlfarth's results
for �at ellipsoids to arbitrary-shaped very thin �lms.

@!

! �R2�f0g

R3


�

Figure 3. The thin shell 
� is generated by extruding, along the ez axis, a planar surface
! �R2�f0g.
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Thin shells: asymptotic behavior of the minimizers

Carbou, G. Thin layers in micromagnetism. Mathematical Models and Methods in Applied
Sciences 11.09 (2001): 1529-1546.

min G�= �min G0¡
1
2
�2ln �min G000+ o(�2ln �) ; G000(�) :=

Z
@!

(� � �)2 ; � 2 S1�f0g

Here, � � T@!! is the normal to @!. Abstract: In this paper we study the solutions of micro-
magnetism equation in thin domain and we prove that the magnetic �eld induced by the magneti-
zation behaves like the projection of the magnetic moment on the normal to the domain.

@!

! �R2�f0g

R3


�

Figure 3. The thin shell 
� is generated by extruding, along the ez axis, a planar surface
! �R2�f0g.
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Thin shells: asymptotic behavior of the minimizers

Carbou, G. Thin layers in micromagnetism. M3AS 11.09 (2001): 1529-1546.

argmin 1
�
G�(m�;
�)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !�!0

argmin
Z
S

jrSmj2+(m �n)2 ; jmj= j(m1;m2;m3)j=1

Here, n is the normal to the surface S.

R3

D1

S��D�1


� 
�

f2

f1

!

Figure 4. (left) The thin shell 
� is generated by extruding, along the normal direction �, a
surface S whose closure is di�eomorphic to the closed unit disk D1 of R2: 
� :=fx2R3:x=
�+ ��(�); � 2Sg. (right) A pillow-like thin shell: 
� :=f(x; z)2!�R:�f2(x)6 z6 �f1(x)g
where ! �R2 is a planar surface and f1; f2 functions vanishing on the boundary of !.
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Thin shells: asymptotic behavior of the minimizers

Slastikov, V. Micromagnetics of thin shells. Mathematical Models and Methods in Applied
Sciences 15.10 (2005): 1469-1487.

Abstract: We study a thin-shell limit of micromagnetic energy for soft small ferromagnets.
We prove the ¡-convergence of the original 3d problem to a nonlocal 2d problem.

R3

D1

S��D�1


�

�

f2

f1

!

Figure 4. (left) The thin shell 
� is generated by extruding, along the normal direction �,
a surface S whose closure is globally di�eomorphic to the closed unit disk D1 of R2: 
� :=
fx2R3:x=�+ ��(�); �2Sg. (right) A pillow-like thin shell: 
� :=f(x; z)2!�R:�f2(x)6
z6 �f1(x)g where ! �R2 is a planar surface and f1; f2 functions vanishing on the boundary
of !.
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Magnetic skyrmions in curved thin �lms
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Convex thin shells: asymptotic behavior of the minimizers

During the last twenty years, magnetic systems having the shape of a curved thin �lm have been
the subject of extensive experimental and theoretical research,

cf., e.g., the topical review: Streubel, Robert, et al. Magnetism in curved geometries . Journal
of Physics D: Applied Physics 49.36 (2016): 363001.

In particular, spherical thin �lms are currently worth of interest due to their capability
to support spontaneous skyrmion-type solutions: chiral magnetization textures emerge
as stable states even when no spin-orbit coupling mechanism (in the guise of DMI) is
considered.

The formation of these spin structures sheds light on the role of geometry in magnetism:

Chiral spin-textures can be stabilized by curvature e�ects only, in contrast to the planar
case where the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction is required.
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Convex thin shells: asymptotic behavior of the minimizers

Question from: :::, D. Makarov, :::Y. Gaididei, Topologically stable magnetization states on a
spherical shell: curvature stabilized skyrmions , Phys. Rev. B 94, 144402 � October � © 2016.

�It is well established in numerous studies on rigorous micromagnetism that the e�ects of
nonlocal dipole-dipole interaction can be reduced to an e�ective easy-surface anisotropy for
thin shells when the thickness is much less than the size of the system [..].

...Being aware that these results were obtained for plane �lms, we assume that the
same arguments are valid for smoothly curved shells�
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Thin convex shells: Notation and Setup

Let S be a smooth surface in R3. For every � 2S we denote by �1(�); �2(�) the orthonormal basis of
T�S made by its principal directions (eigenvectors of the shape operator).

�
T�S

S

�1(�)
�2(�)

We then denote by �1(�); �2(�) the associated
principal curvatures.

For every � 2 I� := (0; �) we denote by  � the di�eo-
morphism of M onto 
� given by

 �: (�; s)2M 7!�+ �s�(�)2
� :

We denote by g� the metric factor which relates the volume form on 
� to the volume form on
M, by h1;�; h2;� the metric coe�cients relating the gradient on 
� to the gradient on M.

g�(�; s)
p

:= j1+ 2�sH(�)+ (�s)2G(�)j ; hi;�(�; s) :=
1

1+ �s�i(�)
(i2N2);

where H(�) and G(�) are, respectively, the mean and Gaussian curvature at � 2S.
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Convex thin shells: asymptotic behavior of the minimizers

[M= I �S] Let us introduce the following functionals on H1(M; S2),

The exchange energy onM is de�ned by

EM� (u) :=
1
2

X
i2N2

Z
M
jhi;� @�i(�)uj2 g�

p
d�ds+

1
2
1
�2

Z
M
j@suj2 g�

p
d�ds:

The magnetostatic self-energy on M is de�ned by

WM� (u) := ¡1
2

X
i2N2

Z
M
h�[u](�; s) �u(�; s) g"(�; s)

p
d�ds;

Here, we have denoted by h�[u] 2 L2(M; R3) the demagnetizing �led on M de�ned by the
relation:

h�[u](�; s) :=hd[(u�I) �  �¡1] �  � with  �: (�; s)2M 7!�+ �s�(�)2
�:
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The �rst order thins shell ¡-limit

Observe: for any �2 I�, the minimization problem for G� in H1(
�; S2) is equivalent to the minimization in H1(M; S2) of
the functional F� de�ned by

F�(u) := EM� (u)+WM
� (u)+AM� (u)+ZM� (u)

in the sense that the con�guration m�2H1(
�; S2) minimizes G� if and only if u� :=m� �2H1(M; S2) minimizes �F�.

Main result: The family (F�) is equi-coercive in the weak H1(M; S2) and (F�)!!!!!!!!!!!!
¡ F00 with

F00(u) :=
1
2

Z
S

jr� uj2 d�+
1
2

Z
S

(u0 � �)2d� +

Z
S

'an(u) d�¡
Z
S

ha �ud�:

if @su = 0, and F00(u)=+1 otherwise. Also, by FT¡C

min
H1(
�;S2)

�¡1G� = min
H1(M;S2)

F00+ o(�);

and if (u�)�2I� is a minimizing family for (F�)�2I�, there exists a subsequence of (u�)�2I� which
weakly converges in H1(M; S2) to a minimum point of F00.

Note: The magnetostatic self-energy tends to favor tangential vector �elds
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Ground states in spherical thin �lms

Joint work with: Valeriy Slastikov (University of Bristol)

Arghir Zarnescu (Basque Center for Applied Mathematics: BCAM)
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Ground states in spherical magnetic thin �lms

Spherical thin �lms support spontaneous magnetic skyrmions

For a spherical magnetic thin �lm, the energy functional reads as:

F�:m2H1(S2; S2) 7!
Z
S2
jr��m(�)j2+�(m(�) � �)2 d�:

Notation: r�� is the surface gradient at � 2S2, �2R summarizes crystal and shape anisotropy.

Comments: on the role of �2R

� Uniform states are the only local minimizers of F� when �=0.

� For �> 0 tangential vector �elds are energetically favored, and this corresponds to the
case of in-plane crystal anisotropy in planar thin �lms.

� When �< 0, energy minimization prefers normal vector �elds, and this compares to the
case of perpendicular crystal anisotropy in planar thin �lms, or, to be more precise, to
the situation where shape anisotropy prevails over perpendicular crystal anisotropy.

The analysis of the minimizers of F� is challenging (non-convex constraint).
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Ground states in spherical magnetic thin �lms

Asymptotic: depending on the value of �, F� exhibits two quasi-tangential topologically
protected states: the vortex and the onion state (�onion<�vortex) with Nsk=0.

Numerical simulations: highlight some symmetric properties of the ground states: in analogy
with well-known results for harmonic maps into spheres, the minimizers of F appear to be
equivariant.

However, no mathematical evidence of this statement has been reported in the literature.

�onion �vortex
Nsk=1

Nsk=0
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Ground states in spherical magnetic thin �lms

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Recall: For a spherical magnetic thin �lm, the energy functional reads as:

F�:m2H1(S2; S2) 7!
Z
S2
jr��m(�)j2+ � (m(�) � �)2 d�:

Note: Energy minimization tends to favor: � tangential vector �elds (� > 0) � normal vector
�elds (�< 0).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Let's start from something simpler ))))))))) relax the constraint

H1
¡
S2;S2

�
¡!¡!¡!¡!¡!¡!¡!¡!¡! H1(S2;R3) +

1
4�

Z
S2
jmj2 = 1

The characterization of the minimizers of the relaxed problem leads to

Sharp Poincaré inequalities for vector-valued functions on S2

Z
S2
jr��u(�)j2 d�+�

Z
S2
(u(�) �n(�))2d�> (�)

Z
S2
ju(�)j2 d�
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Ground states in spherical magnetic thin �lms

Sobolev inequality blows-up on S2

Beckner, William. Sharp Sobolev Inequalities on the Sphere and the Moser�Trudinger Inequality . Annals
of Mathematics 138.1 (1993): 213-242.

Dolbeault, Jean, et al. Sharp interpolation inequalities on the sphere: new methods and consequences. Partial Di�erential
Equations: Theory, Control and Approximation. Springer, 2014.
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Ground states in spherical magnetic thin �lms

Sharp Poincaré inequalities on S2

Z
S2
jr��u(�)j2 d�+�

Z
S2
(u(�) �n(�))2d�> (�)

Z
S2
ju(�)j2 d�

To obtain sharp Poincaré inequalities for vector �elds on S2:

� (Step1) use suitable (there are many =/ VSH) VSH (geomathematics) to decompose the
vector �eld in harmonics along the normal and tangential directions:

Barrera, Rubén G., G. A. Estevez, and J. Giraldo. Vector spherical harmonics and
their application to magnetostatics. European Journal of Physics 6.4 (1985): 287.

))))))))) This reduces the problem to an in�nite dimensional variational problem, but in a
space of vector-valued sequences.

� (Step2) Fiddling with the possibly minimizing energy levels ))))))))) reduces the problem
to a �nite-dimensional one (minimize a function g�: S6 !R+) for which a complete
characterization of the minimizers can be obtained.
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Sharp Poincaré inequalities on SSSSSSSSS2 for vector-valued functions

The best constants

Theorem 1. Let �2R. For every u2H1(S2;R3) the following inequality holds

Z
S2
jr��u(�)j2 d�+�

Z
S2
(u(�) �n(�))2d�> (�)

Z
S2
ju(�)j2 d�

with

(�) :=

8<: �+2 if �6¡4;
1

2

�
(�+6)¡ �2+4�+ 36

p �
if �>¡4:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Observe that, since ju(�)�n(�)j2¡ ju(�)j2=¡(u(�) �n(�))2 when �< 0 we can writeZ
S2
jr��u(�)j2d�+ j�j

Z
S2
ju(�)�n(�)j2d� > (j�j+ (�))

Z
S2
ju(�)j2d�
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Sharp Poincaré inequalities on SSSSSSSSS2 for vector-valued functions

Let �2R. For every u2H1(S2;R3) the following inequality holdsZ
S2
jr��u(�)j2 d�+�

Z
S2
(u(�) �n(�))2d�> (�)

Z
S2
ju(�)j2 d�

with

(�) :=

8<: �+2 if �6¡4;
1

2

�
(�+6)¡ �2+4�+ 36

p �
if �>¡4:

If �< 0 we can write:Z
S2
jr��u(�)j2d�+ j�j

Z
S2
ju(�)�n(�)j2d� > (j�j+ (�))

Z
S2
ju(�)j2d�

Figure 5. The best constant (�) in the Poincaré inequality on S2.
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Sharp Poincaré inequalities on SSSSSSSSS2 for vector-valued functions

The minimizers

For any �2R, the equality holdsZ
S2
jr��u(�)j2d�+�

Z
S2
(u(�) �n(�))2 d� =

when? (�)

Z
S2
ju(�)j2d�

if and only if it has the following form in terms of vector spherical harmonics:

u(�)= c0y0;0
(1)(�)+

X
j=¡1

1

�jy1;j
(1)+ �jy1;j

(2)

where coe�cients c0; (�; � ) := (�j ; �j)jj j61 de�ned as follows

� if �<¡4 then c0=� 4�
p

, and �= � =0;

� if �>¡4 then

c0=0; � =
¡2 2
p

((�)¡ 2)� ; j� j2=2�
¡(�+2)+ �2+4�+ 36

p
�2+4�+ 36

p ;

� if �=¡4 then

� =
2

p

2
� ; 2c0

2+3j� j2=8�:
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Sharp Poincaré inequalities on SSSSSSSSS2 for vector-valued functions

The minimizers

For any �2R, the equality holdsZ
S2
jr��u(�)j2d�+�

Z
S2
(u(�) �n(�))2 d� =

when? (�)

Z
S2
ju(�)j2d�

if and only if it has the following form in terms of vector spherical harmonics:

u(�)= c0y0;0
(1)(�)+

X
j=¡1

1

�jy1;j
(1)+ �jy1;j

(2)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Remember that the vector spherical harmonics of degree n and order j, with jj j6n,

yn;j
(1) = Yn;j(�)n(�); yn;j

(2) =
1

n�
p r��Yn;j(�); yn;j

(3) =
1

n�
p n(�)^r��Yn;j(�): (8)

Note that, yn;j
(1) are normal vector �elds, while yn;j

(2) and yn;j
(3) are tangential vector �elds.
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Sharp Poincaré inequalities on SSSSSSSSS2 for vector-valued functions

The minimizers

For any �2R, the equality holdsZ
S2
jr��u(�)j2d�+�

Z
S2
(u(�) �n(�))2 d� =

when? (�)

Z
S2
ju(�)j2d�

if and only if it has the following form in terms of vector spherical harmonics:

u(�)= c0y0;0
(1)(�)+

X
j=¡1

1

�jy1;j
(1)+ �jy1;j

(2)

Note that for �! 0¡ the minimizers tend to be constant.

Figure 6. Minimizers for � negative. � Left �=¡8 � Center �=¡4 � Right �=¡2.
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Ground states in spherical magnetic thin �lms

Corollary 2. For every � 2 R, the normal vector �elds �n(�) are stationary points of the
micromagnetic energy functional de�ned in H1

¡
S2; S2

�
by

F�(m) :=

Z
S2
jr��m(�)j2 d�+�

Z
S2
(m(�) �n(�))2 d�:

Moreover, they are strict local minimizers for every �< 0 and are unstable for �> 0.

If �6¡4, the normal vector �elds are the only global minimizers of F�.

Note: It is worth noting that, in the language of modern physics, the two ground states �n
carry a di�erent skyrmion number (or topological charge). Indeed, since deg(�n)=�1, by Hopf
theorem, these two con�gurations cannot be homotopically mapped one into the other and are,
therefore, topologically protected against external perturbations and thermal �uctuations. These
considerations make the two ground states �n promising in view of novel spintronic devices.

We also want to point out a correspondence between our result and Brown's fundamental
theorem on �ne ferromagnetic particles: our result implies the existence of a critical value �0<0
below which the only ground states are �n(�).
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